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It can be among your early morning readings Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith This is a soft file book that
can be survived downloading from online publication. As understood, in this advanced period, technology
will reduce you in doing some tasks. Also it is simply reviewing the existence of publication soft file of
Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith can be additional attribute to open up. It is not only to open up as well as
conserve in the gizmo. This time around in the morning and other free time are to check out guide
Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith

About the Author
Chadi B. Ghaith is an aspiring new author from the Land of the Phoenix (Lebanon). He was born in Lebanon
and attended high school at San Marcos high school in Texas, where he eventually received his high school
diploma. He was later admitted to Southern Methodist University, where he received a BA in
Communication Arts and Film.

?Upon returning to Lebanon, Chadi's Greek spiritual orientation, in addition to his childhood admiration for
the ancient Greek mind, led him to pursue higher education in the field of philosophy at American University
of Beirut.

Although he was raised to believe in the divinity of ancient Greek philosophers like Pythagoras, Plato, and
Aristotle, and Gnostic Sageslike Hermes Trismegistus, Enoch, and Seth, after more than three
years,including six semesters crammed with philosophy courses, he came to realize that the academic field of
philosophy had long departed from its glorious Greek origins.

Somehow it had rebelliously evolved (through a sequential thread of whining and groaning) into something
that was now more reflective of poetry than it is of philosophy. With all due respect to the field of poetry,
Chadi was deeply disappointed by this discovery.

Although he was only two to three courses short of his Master's degree,he decided to forsake his lengthy
academic journey and, instead,privately undertake that which made him seek philosophy in the first place,
the beauty of the ancient Greek mind.

After many years of studying the masterpieces of these timeless minds on his own, one day he happened to
come across a Gnostic resource entitled The Exclusive Fifth Science. The rest, for Chadi, is history.

For more than two decades now, Chadi has been decoding the logic of this unique mind science, and what he
has discovered so far is beyond amazing.

Mimadamos is his first attempt at translating the magic of Fifth science into a modern narrative.
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Invest your time also for simply couple of mins to review a publication Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith
Checking out a publication will certainly never reduce and also squander your time to be pointless. Reading,
for some individuals end up being a demand that is to do everyday such as spending quality time for eating.
Now, just what regarding you? Do you like to check out a publication? Now, we will reveal you a new book
entitled Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith that can be a brand-new way to explore the expertise. When
reviewing this e-book, you can get something to consistently bear in mind in every reading time, also step by
action.

This letter may not affect you to be smarter, but guide Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith that we provide will
evoke you to be smarter. Yeah, at least you'll know greater than others who don't. This is exactly what called
as the top quality life improvisation. Why needs to this Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith It's due to the fact
that this is your favourite style to check out. If you similar to this Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith motif
about, why do not you review the book Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith to enhance your conversation?

The here and now book Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith we offer right here is not sort of typical book. You
recognize, checking out now doesn't indicate to deal with the published book Mimadamos By Chadi B.
Ghaith in your hand. You could obtain the soft documents of Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith in your
gizmo. Well, we suggest that the book that we extend is the soft documents of guide Mimadamos By Chadi
B. Ghaith The material and all points are same. The difference is just the forms of the book Mimadamos By
Chadi B. Ghaith, whereas, this problem will precisely be profitable.
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What if Fate is a man and you had a chance to enter the mind of Fate and peek a look at reality through his
eyes—reality as never known or seen before?

"Mimadamos" revolves around an ancient triangle of three of the most significant characters on earth
paralleled by three of the most significant forces in life and their unique story in space and time. Journey
through this fable and explore some of the most timeless concepts known to man: good and evil, heaven and
hell, and the beginning and the end of the world. Did the ending precede the beginning? Are we only here on
earth to comprehend its machinations? Is there room for choice to shape our destiny in the wake of Fate and
its brutal logic?

"Mimadamos" decodes the magic of the most ancient scripts known to man, the Symbolic Fall from Eden
and the long anticipated Armageddon, revealing a logic so unique that it brings History to its conclusive end.
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come across a Gnostic resource entitled The Exclusive Fifth Science. The rest, for Chadi, is history.

For more than two decades now, Chadi has been decoding the logic of this unique mind science, and what he
has discovered so far is beyond amazing.

Mimadamos is his first attempt at translating the magic of Fifth science into a modern narrative.
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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Interesting Concept, Poor Execution
By Valicity Garris
I have a lot to say about this book but I’m not going to say it all because I want to focus on having a fair
review instead of a ridiculous rant. The first thing I want to start off with is what I liked about this book.

It is very unique; I realize I say this about pretty much every book I review but I think Indie-Authors tend to
be unique writers so that’s no surprise. But in all honesty, it is very unique and very original. The concept of
Fate being a man who is soon to marry the woman Destiny was enough to catch my interest. Plus, the cover
looked spectacular. I just had to read it and, in terms of exceptionalism, this book knocked it out of the park.
I won’t call it ‘creative’ but I will say it tackled some interesting concepts in a very different and out-of-the-
box style.

I also enjoyed the narration. There was very little dialogue and not very much description but I knew exactly
what was happening and I could keep up with the story. There weren’t a lot of ‘big words’ but the style of
writing carried a distinct air of sophistication. This book reads like an old classic when, in fact, it was
published very recently. So my hat goes off to the author for really demonstrating such expertise in this field.
It was inspiring to read such mature writing.

The last thing I enjoyed was the structure of the novel, it was third person narration but it followed multiple
characters and really told their separate stories in a great way. I wasn’t hopping from character to character
but I knew their stories and I could connect the dots fine enough. Sometimes it gets confusing when you’re
writing—or reading—from duel perspectives but I never fell out of line in this novel.

Now, I’ve gone into detail about what I liked so here comes the hard part. What I didn’t like.

For a book with such sophistication and style, it really deserves a higher rating than what I gave it but I’m
not one who judges simply on good grammar and narration. I can five-star the crappiest edited novel as long
as it holds my interest with the plotline and, unfortunately, this book did not hold my interest very long. It
wasn’t a long read but it seemed to drag on. The style of writing was very poetic but it took forever to just
get to the point because of how ‘beautifully crafted’ each sentence was, which is just another way to say he
put in about ten extra words that didn’t need to be there but they weren’t grammatically incorrect so it was
acceptable.

The second thing I disliked was tricky because I did like it but I didn’t like the way it was presented and that
was the actual concept of the entire book. Fate and Destiny being alive and in a relationship, cool. Sounds
like an old fable being retold in modern times. Except it wasn’t. I was expecting a great story with an
underlying philosophical message, instead I got a lengthy—and awkward—philosophical rant with a story
somewhere on the side. I felt like the concept had so much potential and it just fell flat.

The last thing I disliked was that this book was presented to me as a Christian Fantasy novel. I feel like this



book is not Christian at all. Don’t get me wrong, I am absolutely open to reading books of multiple genres, in
fact I probably read Christian Fiction least often. But I don’t like being misled just for a review. I probably
would have rated this book higher if I hadn’t cracked it open with the mindset that I was being presented
with an epic Christian Fantasy novel. That’s not to say that it didn’t include spiritual concepts but that’s
about it.

The inclusion of Fate, Destiny, and a deified figure, which isn’t exactly portrayed as the Christian God,
Almighty, doesn’t make a book a Christian Fantasy novel any more than mentioning a burka makes a book
Muslim Fiction. This was, perhaps, my biggest issue in that I was told one thing when in fact this book
turned out to be something completely different. I would label it as ‘spiritual fiction’ but certainly not
‘Christian Fiction’. Many religions have a focus on some sort of deity they call ‘god’ so having a higher
power in your book doesn’t make it the Christian God, Almighty.

Overall, I would say this book is actually a 4 out of 5. But because of personal issues, I rated it lower. It is a
very well written and well-planned novel. It takes on an intriguing concept and I think it tells a fairly decent
story. Anyone looking for something that will take you out of your comfort zone will enjoy this. If you want
to explore some deep thinking and unique concepts, then this book is for you. I would recommend this to
adult readers.

*I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review*

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Beautiful but dense
By Serafina Mezzanotte
Mimadamos was a more involved book than what I was originally expecting. It has a spiritual and biblical
premise exploring the concepts of good and evil, heaven and hell, and the beginning and the end of the
world. These are questions that we have no answers to, and philosophically are the ones that have had the
most time spent on. As such, there are other models to pull from to add to this book. Parts of the story are
excerpted from the classic texts “The Exegesis of the Soul” and “The Second Treatise of the Great Seth.”
Both explore Gnostic concepts and Exegesis explores the idea that the soul is a woman who fell from
perfection. By rejoining with the heavenly father she will be perfected again. The Seth text presents the idea
that Jesus didn’t really die on the cross – another man died in his place.

Mimadamos takes these philosophical conundrums and spiritual dichotomies and
presents them around the notion that Fate is a man about to marry the woman Destiny, and we can enter into
Fate’s mind. The language is beautiful but dense and could be hard for some people to get into. It takes effort
to track who is talking and what is going on. I would recommend this book for people who have an interest
in esoteric religions, are familiar with some concepts of Gnosticism and maybe want to learn more or people
who want to consider ideas about mythology and religion that they hadn’t thought of before. This was an
interesting book and it surely took much effort to write, it just didn’t read like much of a story that moved
along with a plot, because there were so many changing viewpoints and not a lot of dialog. I received a free
copy of this book in exchange for an honest review

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Long and often frustrating read
By Talia Wong
Mimadamos tries very hard to read like an epic - abstract, metaphorical, and involving a long, long personal
journey. The problem is that the only aspect of an epic that Mimadamos manages to grasp is the length- the
story is so drawn out and so un-engaging it was painful to move through this novel. Characters are named
"Destiny" and "Choice", and while I appreciate what Ghaith was trying to accomplish by making these



concepts into tangible beings, it just didn't work.
The two most frustrating aspects of this novel were:
First, the language is entirely descriptive. When I say entirely, I mean that 90% of the novel contains no
dialogue, no direct thoughts, and no direct actions: all we read are removed descriptions of these things. The
result is an undeniably sleep-inducing experience.
Second, the limited dialog that was included completely broke pace with the flowery, "lore-like" language of
the rest of the novel. Ghaith goes from long-winded, philosophical sentences such as "What Choice did not
know what that in speaking of ego and the fear it inspired, Destiny was really speaking of herself", to
speeches like, "You saw the last guy go, so all will be fine. You have to understand that". The breaks are
maddening, especially since the novel is hard enough to invest in to begin with.
Can't say I recommend this one unless you are interested in the study of stylistic writing.
I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.
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We share you additionally the means to obtain this book Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith without going to
guide shop. You could continue to go to the web link that we supply as well as ready to download
Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith When many individuals are active to seek fro in guide shop, you are
extremely simple to download the Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith here. So, just what else you will opt for?
Take the inspiration right here! It is not only giving the right book Mimadamos By Chadi B. Ghaith but also
the appropriate book collections. Here we consistently offer you the very best as well as simplest means.
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